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Dear Customers and Partners, 

The potential of operational data to improve business processes, reduce waste and facilitate digital  
business models is enormous and – still – largely untapped, but can only be achieved through an integrated 
and coherent strategy from the source of the data to the dashboard or predictive model. That’s why the  
Optimate Services and Solutions approach is built on four practices that hold the core of our capabilities. 
From the core of process control and device-generated data, via data integration and acquisition in historian 
solution, contextualisation and data quality management, to sensible visualisation and advanced modelling 
that drives better decisions. 

But it’s not only what we do, but also how we do it. Driven by our core values of Accountability, Collaboration, 
Trust and Transparency, our approach is consultative, honest and result-focussed. We understand no one 
solution will be the same for every client, and circumstances change. The foundation we build with you today 
will enable a long-term solution for your every data need now and in the future. We welcome you to come on 
this journey with us and letting us showcase to you how our Capabilities will best serve you. 

Kind regards, 

Francois Mevis 

CEO

Optimate integrates and combines operational, real-time data from contrasting sources into meaningful and 
valuable end-user information. 

Our services cover the end-to-end path of Operational Data, from Process Control & IOT, Integration & Storage, 
Context & Quality to finally Information & Insight. This places reliable trusted data in the hands of stakeholders 
allowing them to generate groundbreaking insights instead of fixing integration and quality issues. 

Our skills and experience have been recognized across multiple industries, inside Australia and abroad. These 
award-winning solutions are also a result of how we work and execute against our values of Accountability,  
Collaboration, Trust and Transparency. 

If you have operational data, you can trust Optimate to enable operational intelligence. 

About Us
For over 20 years Optimate has been a leading consultancy and  
integration company in the field of operational data.

Brisbane Head Office  
P +61 7 3192 0000 
Level 27, 480 Queen St Brisbane QLD 4000 
 

Perth Office  
P +61 8 6181 5060 
Level 1, 191 St Georges Tce Perth WA 6000 
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Optimate are Operational Data Integrators. From sensor to insight and from control room to 
board room, Optimate helps customers unlock the true value of operational, real-time data. 
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